The dual of the category of De Morgan algebras is described in terms of compact totally ordered-disconnected ordered topological spaces which possess an involutorial homeomorphism that is also a dual order-isomorphism. This description is used to study the coproduct of an arbitrary collection of De Morgan algebras and also to represent the coproduct of two De Morgan algebras in terms of the continuous order-preserving functions from the Priestley space of one algebra to the other algebra, endowed with the discrete topology. In addition, it is proved that the coproduct of a family of Kleene algebras in the category of De Morgan algebras is the same as the coproduct in the subcategory of Kleene algebras if and only if at most one of the algebras is not boolean.
2
W i l l i a m H . C o r n i s h a n d P e t e r R . Representations of the coproduct of two objects L., £" of D in terms of all the continuous monotone (order-preserving) functions from the Priestley space of L into L^ , endowed with the discrete topology, have been given independently by the first author [7] and Davey [8] . One of the aims of this paper is to extend the representations of [7] , [S] to M . 
Coproducts
Let P be a prime ideal in a De Morgan algebra M and let g{P) = A f W , where for any subset A of M , ~4 = {~a : a E/l} . Then g{P) is also a prime ideal and the map P •-
is an involution on the Stone space £(A7) . Since, for any a (. M ,
becomes a De Morgan algebra and the map a i ->-{P € £(M) : a ^ P} i s â -isomorphism of M onto C(E(M)) ; this was f i r s t proved by Bia>ynicki-Birula and Rasiowa [3] . Let g-Spec be the category whose objects are s p e c t r a l spaces X possessing an involution g such that X\g(V) (. C(X) for each V € C(X) and whose morphisms are strongly continuous functions f : X ± •* X 2 {{X ± , g ± ), {X 2 , g 2 ) objects in g-5pec ) such that Let g-Todc be the category whose objects are compact totally orderdisconnected ordered topological spaces X which possess an involution g , which is both a homeomorphism and a dual order-isomorphism, and whose 
, and yet a; { . a dual order-isomorphism. If (X, g) is an object in g-Spec then the topology T which converts X to ft(A') is precisely the coarsest topology on X for which g is continuous or even a homeomorphism. Thus, we see the advantage of using g-Todc as a representation of the dual of M . How suppose (X, g) is an ordered topological space with an involutorial homeomorphism g which is also a dual order-isomorphism. If
V € V(X) and we define ~V = X\g(V) then we see that V{X) becomes a De Morgan algebra. Thus, if L is also a De Morgan algebra, Theorem 2.U implies that C (X, L) is a De Morgan algebra which is isomorphic to
)| | up . The purpose of the next result is to give a formula for the involution on C {X, L) . 
THEOREM 2.7. Let (X, g) be an ordered topological space X with an involutorial homeomorphism g which is also a dual order-isomorphism.

Let L be a De Morgan algebra. Then C (x, L) is a De Morgan algebra, where, for each f € C (x, L) , ~/ is given by (~f)(x) = ~(/(ff(x))) for each x £ X , and C {x, L) is isomorphic to V(x)\ 1^ .
Proof. Let / € C {X, L) . Then
Kleene algebras
If P i s a prime ideal of a De Morgan algebra M , let R(P) be the largest lattice-congruence having P as a congruence-class. Of course, the partition of M associated with R(P) is {P, M\P) . The partition associated with the lattice-congruence i?(P) n R[g(P)) is {M\[P U g(P)) , P\g{P), g{P)\P, P n g(P)} , though, of course, we are not implying that these four congruence-classes are necessarily d i s t i n c t . If x e M\(P u g(P)) then -<c 6 P n j(P) ; i f x € P n ^(P) theñ -cc € Af\(P u g{P)) ; i f x € P\g-(P) then -xc i s also in P\g{P) ; i f x 6 #(P)\P then ~x i s also in ^(P)\P . Hence, R(P) n i?(^(P)) i s a Proof. Let x, y € M be such that a; = #($) . Then 6(x) = 6{y) .
Of course, 9 (P) € Pr(Af) and, as 9 is a ~-homomorphism, 3(9" 1 (P)) = M~9 " 1 ( P ) = 6~1(M/$\-i') = e" 1 (g'(P)) for each P € Pr(M/$) . Because a Kleene algebra is isomorphic to a subdirect product of copies of 3 and its subalgebra 2 , there is always a homomorphism of a given Kleene algebra into 3 which distinguishes distinct elements of the algebra. Hence, due to Gratzer [9, Exercise 9, p. 138], the category K has arbitrary coproducts. In Theorem 3.8 below, we exhibit a property of such coproducts; we present this after developing two results, which are of independent interest. such that P^ n M = Q~X(P) and P x n (M9~1(P)) = 0 .-Since A/ is a -subalgebra of M , we must also have ~6~ (P) = A/ n ~P and P n (w\~6" 1 (P)) = 0 , so that g(8~1(P)) = A/ n ^(P ) and g{P ) n (Af\^(0" 
